Should spikes be treated with equal weightings in the generation of spectro-temporal receptive fields?
Knowledge on the trigger features of central auditory neurons is important in the understanding of speech processing. Spectro-temporal receptive fields (STRFs) obtained using random stimuli and spike-triggered averaging allow visualization of trigger features which often appear blurry in the time-versus-frequency plot. For a clearer visualization we have previously developed a dejittering algorithm to sharpen trigger features in the STRF of FM-sensitive cells. Here we extended this algorithm to segregate spikes, based on their dejitter values, into two groups: normal and outlying, and to construct their STRF separately. We found that while the STRF of the normal jitter group resembled full trigger feature in the original STRF, those of the outlying jitter group resembled a different or partial trigger feature. This algorithm allowed the extraction of other weaker trigger features. Due to the presence of different trigger features in a given cell, we proposed that in the generation of STRF, the evoked spikes should not be treated indiscriminately with equal weightings.